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Distributor conference in Spain
Reutech Mining recently held its distributor conference at the Hotel La Macarena conference
facilities in the majestic city of Seville in Spain. The conference took place on 5 and 6 April, with a
dinner on the evening of the 5th. All this excitement led up to the ACG Workshops hosted by the
Australian Centre for Geomechanics and the prestigious Slope Stability Symposium in the week
thereafter.
The distributor conference was well attended by Reutech Mining’s trusted partners from all corners
of the world. The conference was used to familiarise distributors with new product developments
from Reutech Mining. All efforts were aligned to ensure that Reutech Mining and its distributors
provide the best possible systems and services to our combined global clients.
Reutech Mining thanks everyone who attended the conference and acknowledges participants’
contributions to our success thus far. May there be many more mutually beneﬁcial years to come!

The Reutech Mining team with Reutech Mining’s partners and distributors

Reutech Mining at the International Symposium on Slope Stability
Reutech Mining is proud to have participated at the recent 2018 International Symposium on Slope Stability in Open
Pit Mining and Civil Engineering. This year’s event was hosted in the picturesque Spanish city of Seville and was held
in conjunction with the XIV International Congress for Energy and Resource Mining. The three-day symposium had a
record attendance, with some 700 delegates registered for the combined event.
This excellent symposium addressed many issues being faced by the geotechnical industry today, and provided a
forum for practitioners, consultants and global suppliers to exchange their views on best practices and state-ofthe-art slope technologies . Of particular interest to the delegates were papers that covered best practices with
respect to pit slope investigations, design, implementation and performance monitoring.
The overall event included an exhibition with a variety of exhibitors displaying their products and services. Reutech
Mining featured prominently and gave our visitors a close-up view of our latest technological offerings and solutions.
Reutech congratulates the organisers for a well-organised event, and thanks all the attendees and delegates who
came to visit us at our booth. We look forward seeing you again at the next event in Perth.

Reutech Mining’s impressive stand at the 2018 International Symposium on Slope
Stability
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Products launched at the Slope Stability Symposium
Following on the global success of the Movement and Surveying Radar (MSR), Reutech Mining launched its new MSR
Connect software human machine interface during Slope Stability 2018 in Seville, Spain. Research shows that clients
require a more seamless interface that allows the user to integrate multiple devices on various platforms. MSR Connect
can be installed on Windows, IOS, Android and Linux devices. With its multiple language options, this ultra user-friendly
software is fully customisable. MSR Connect boasts a number of novel items such as a user-deﬁned dashboard with
a widget look and feel similar to that of a mobile device. High speed data availability makes viewing of results anywhere
a reality. The enhanced viewing capabilities improves management of overall safety and productivity within any
working environment.
Also launched at this prestigious event was the advanced georeferenced camera system called Slope Vision. For more
information regarding this product, refer to page 5.
Immediate feedback from clients at the event was positive, and further encouraged Reutech Mining to ensure that
future developments remain relevant based on its clients’ needs.

Client function in Seville
At the Slope International Stability 2018 Symposium, Reutech
Mining made use of the opportunity to entertain visiting clients.
The client function was held on 11 April on the roof-top terrace
of the EME Catedral Hotel opposite the Seville Cathedral. This
cathedral, also known as Saint Mary of the See, is the largest
cathedral and the third-largest church in the world. It served as
a spectacular backdrop for the function.
The venue was ﬁlled to capacity with clients and business
partners from all over the world joining the Reutech Mining team
for an evening ﬁlled with remarkable food, drink and company.
More pictures of this event can be viewed at http://www.
reutechmining.com/media/.

MSR Connect software installed on multiple devices across various platforms
Picturesque views from the Reutech Mining client function.
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Reutech Mining and Guideline Geo AB has renewed
its agreement as an agent for Reutech Mining on the
North American market
Guideline Geo AB has renewed its agreement to sell slope-stability safety solutions for
mining on the North American market.

Upcoming events
This year, Electra Mining will be held from 10 to 14 September
2018 at Nasrec, Johannesburg. Reutech Mining will once again
have a major presence at this prestigious event, where our
latest products and technologies will be introduced to the
market. Come visit us in Hall 6, Stand H28.

Guideline Geo, previously knowns as MALA Geosciences has renewed its agreement as an agent and local service
partner for Reutech Mining on the North American market regarding slope-stability safety solutions for mining.
The previous agreement was concluded in 2011.
” Through this agreement the North American operation will continue to build on its existing successful agent and
service business, while it also can provide additional synergies and collaborations between the two companies in
other areas, geographic areas as well as joint projects ”, says CEO Mikael Nolborg.
“Reutech Mining is delighted to extend an almost decade old relationship for another three years. This relationship
has been very successful in the North American market and we are looking forward to extend this even further”,
says Mining Executive Jan de Beer.

From left to right: Margot Nel, Mats Lundin, Jan de Beer, Per Westholm, Peter Persson, Mikael
Nolborg
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Slope Stability 2020
Reutech is proud to be announced as the principle sponsor for
Slope Stability 2020.
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Slope Vision: An advanced georeferenced
camera system

The camera has the following characteristics:
• Full HD (1920 x 1080)
• 30 x optical zoom

Reutech Mining has developed the Slope Vision
system in response to requests from our clients.
In essence, the product is a high deﬁnition
camera system that can be mounted on various
platforms. These include:

• PTZ (360° azimuth, 0° to -90° El)
• -51°C to +60°C / -59.8°F to 140°F
• Built-in defogging system

• The Reutech Mining Movement and Surveying
Radar (MSR) system

• HPOE+

• The Reutech Mining Multi-Purpose Platform
(MPP) system

The purposed-developed and web-enabled Reutech Mining software allows for the camera
to be pointed in user-selected directions, or at speciﬁc objects. It provides an extra set of
eyes on the mining site, and therefore increased situational awareness.

• Permanent installation, for example on a
building or tower

Some of the software features are:
• Connectivity of up to four cameras
• Image and video formats that are compatible with most third-party playback software
• Multilingual software
• Cross-platform connectivity: iOS, Android & Windows

Slope Vision mounted on the Reutech Mining
MPP system (above).

The software also allows for the camera system to be georeferenced. This feature provides
the real power to the geotechnical engineer. With the MSR and the camera georeferenced
on the same mine coordinate system, the geotechnical engineer can steer the camera to
speciﬁc locations of interest identiﬁed by the MSR system. For example, if the MSR detects
an area on the slope that is accelerating, the geotechnical engineer or the dispatch operator
can steer the Slope Vision camera to the speciﬁc coordinates.
The user can inspect the area and take photographs and/or videos of the system—all without
affecting the operation of the MSR system, as they are two distinct systems operating
independently of each other.

Slope Vision mounted on the Reutech Mining
MSR system (left).
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A number of these systems have already been delivered. Client response has been
overwhelmingly positive. Based on constructive feedback, the list of future requirements is
also growing. Reutech Mining has therefore already mapped an improvement plan
for additional software releases in the near future. This will further enhance the
capabilities of the system to suit the needs of our clients.

